Optical Adaptors

For use with Model 3001/3002

Overview

The Levelogger Direct Read to Optical Adaptor is designed to be used in cases where a Direct Read Cable is not convenient or available. This allows it to be used for multiple communication or deployment purposes. The Adaptor can be used to connect your Levelogger to a Levelogger App Interface, DataGrabber, PC Interface Cable, an SDI-12 Interface Cable, or deploy a Barologger inside an STS telemetry enclosure or from a LevelSender.

A Slip Fit Direct Read to Optical Adaptor is also available for a quick, temporary connection to the Levelogger. It is not recommended for longterm installations, such as the SDI-12 Interface Cable, STS or LevelSender. The Direct Read to Optical Adaptor with threaded connections is suitable in these cases.
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